
to Scottish Separatism
The modern nation of Britain was built in no small part by trade
unions and socialists. It is the sum total of the ingenuity,
progressive rights and culture of workers and their families who
live here. We must not allow it to be pulled apart under the illusion
that Scotland could be ‘independent’. The SNP is arguing for a
dangerous new form of subservience that will make it more difficult
for us to fight back. Trade unions are for human solidarity and
oppose false divisions.
Over 35 years of Neo-liberal rule have made ‘normal’ increasing
inequality, poverty, privatisation, de-industrialisation, the
dismantling of the welfare state, unemployment and casualisation
of work. All parts of Britain are dominated by financial capital and
transnational corporations and less than 1% of the population
controls the wealth created by the 99%.
For those in Britain who have not voted Tory or Lib-Dem for
decades, including the overwhelming majority of people in
Scotland, the imposition of anti-union and austerity policies is
particularly objectionable. But the problem cannot be evaded by
words like ‘independence’. This alternative may appear
superficially and emotionally a way forward but the reality is that
you cannot escape capitalism by doing your own smaller capitalist
thing. Instead the SNP would strengthen the power of the ruling
elite everywhere.
We need new resolve to unite the nation and take it forward in the
interests of the majority. We will need all of our unity and strength
as never before to dislodge the power of the 1%. Strength as we
know it means unity.

The Progressive History of Nation States
Tom Paine, among others, inspired new republics in France and
the US that united many separate nations and ethnic groups, and
established equal rights and the sharing of benefits as a key to
successful nation-building. The French Republic with a central civil
state governing a whole territory through a democratic constitution
based on liberty, fraternity and equality became a model. It led to
universal education and coherent infrastructure, citizens with
rights and responsibilities and eventually to French as a national
language.
This model was taken up by the anti-colonial movement, firstly in
Latin America against the Spanish empire and later, after the
Second World War, in Asia and Africa against the British, French
and other European imperial powers. The creation of nation states
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was a progressive thing historically. It was fought for in blood,
and still is; consider Venezuela, Cuba, Bolivia, Ecuador, and
Palestine. .
Almost all states in the world today are ‘multinational’ uniting a
number of national and ethnic groups. Only a very few small
states have a homogeneous single ethnic group and language.

1707 - A Union with Scotland
In Britain the change from monarchical rule to a ‘nation state’
occurred a century before the changes in the European
mainland. The English Civil War, Restoration and the “Glorious
Revolution’ in which merchants and parliament threw out the
Stuart Monarchy all led to the 1707 Act of Union, uniting
Scotland to the rest of the Britain. The merchant and landed
classes saw the advantage of the new constitutional
arrangement which indeed led to great economic growth, the
wider distribution of technology, the Enlightenment and the
Industrial Revolution. And with it, the birth of the new dynamic
working class. The contribution made to this progressive change
by Jenny Geddes, a Scottish Woman, is another matter worth
celebrating.
We fought for an extended franchise through the Chartists and
organised into Trade Unions in England, Scotland and Wales
simultaneously. As a result there was growing solidarity and
nationwide industrial collective bargaining agreements. Trade
Unions moved from being localised to being a nationally
organised force with labour movement heroes among Scots,
English and Welsh. But to our shame, in recent times we have
let our organisations be destroyed. We are now second from
bottom of the collective bargaining league table in Europe with a
pathetic 23% coverage. Only Lithuania is below us.

Solidarity in the Era of Globalised Capital
Solidarity is more crucial than ever in an era of globalised
capital in which transnational corporations move capital to avoid
tax, trade union organisation and democratic control. When
capitalism creates treaties, such as those governing
membership of the European Union, designed to institutionalise
their ideology and interests, we need nationally organised
collective bargaining as an essential brake on neoliberal plans.
Separatism creates an illusion of democratic control while
leaving the power in the hands of the financial elite and workers
fragmented without regional, let alone national bargaining.
The breakup of the nation state would also create destructive
and unnecessary friction and argument about resources and



liabilities. It follows the path of Thatcher’s ‘I’m alright Jack’
mentality.

A Balanced British Economy for Production
A comparison is often made between the investment of the oil
revenue in Norway and Britain. In Norway it supported industrial
development, while in Britain it financed redundancies to enable
wholesale closure and destruction of manufacturing industries. In
Britain Trade Unionism was seen as the main threat to continued
capitalist rule and therefore British manufacturing was targeted for
closure to deal with the ‘over-powerful unions’. In quick
succession, steel, engineering, coal and print, all areas of solid
national trade union organisation, were picked off one by one.
Not surprisingly Scottish manufacturing which had seen the ‘Red
Clyde’ defeat closure under Heath was one of the targets. It is
noticeable that modern ‘successful’ Scottish manufacturing like
the ‘Silicon Glen’ from Ayrshire to Dundee, is largely owned by US
and Japanese firms, operate non-union policies and employ
mostly women at 70% of the Scottish male rate.
Scottish ‘independence’ will not reverse these trends, it will make
them harder to address.

The Shared Pound Fallacy
A successful currency union requires that only one central bank
controls printing of money and that there is only one economic
policy for the whole economy. These conditions are met in Britain
but the economic policy serves the interests of the financial elite,
based mainly in London, instead of the needs of all sectors of
industry, services and all regions of Britain. To fight the current
economic decay and destruction of the public services, what is
required is not ‘a shared pound’ but an economic policy that
serves the people’s needs.
This can only be imposed by a united resurgent working class
throughout Britain.

Who Owns The Wealth Created in Scotland?
The quality and desirability of Scottish products and exports is
well proven, but the key exporting industries are mostly owned by
foreign multinationals, therefore much of the wealth created by
Scottish workers leaves the country. Only 10% of whisky is
Scottish owned and 80% of salmon production is owned by firms
based outside Scotland. As for ‘Scotland’s oil’, of the 20 firms
investing to increase oil production only 5 are based in the UK,
none in Scotland. Companies owned and registered in Scotland
account for one third of the financial services revenue generated
by the financial and banking sector. Scotland unsurprisingly has



the highest number of millionaires in Britain outside London.
25% of school children in Edinburgh go to private schools. It’s
not a socialist paradise to set free and convince everyone else
in the world.
The problem of recovering control and operating a fair tax of
transnational companies can only be made worse by
separation.

The EU - A Dangerous Delusion
Faced with privatisation of the NHS and the welfare state,
some harbour the delusion of an ‘Independent Scotland within
the EU’ will protect these services. This is wishful thinking at a
time when the EU is negotiating with the US to impose the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) which
hands sweeping powers to transnational corporations. The
delusion that Scotland could be independent is laughable given
that it will be controlled by EU Treaties, the European Central
Bank and dominated by the TTIP that will give multinational
corporations the right to sue governments as big as Germany’s.

We Need a ‘British Written Constitution’
The vagueness and hidden nature of the ‘unwritten British
Constitution’ has served the Establishment well. After the
Second World War, when the relative balance of class forces
was more favourable to workers, governments listened more to
local opinions and had some regard for the interests of
communities. In an era of neoliberalism, governments listen
only to the voice of global capitalism. Bankers’ policies now
rule and local democracy has virtually disappeared. The
imposition of NHS privatisation by this government, not
mentioned in their election manifesto should make it clear what
we are dealing with. Trade Unions and civil rights are
disregarded and undermined in an alliance between
government and capital, particularly by the banks and
multinationals.
Britain urgently needs a new written constitution to protect
citizens’ rights, our resources, local and national democracy,
and to protect hard-won public services. We need to secure the
sovereignty of Britain and prevent imperialist wars on other
nations that serve international capital. This is a task for
workers throughout Britain. A united, socialist Britain is possible
and whether workers live in Cardiff, the Cumbernauld or
Canterbury, they need to be united in one nation that they
democratically direct in a planned way to ensure the wealth of
the whole nation benefits us all in common.
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